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Improving the human economic prosperity through ITAL 
Cryptocurrency



1. Introduction 

ITAL is the world’s first cryptocurrency to monetise the efforts involved in recruitment process
and to help jobseekers monetise their skill level and value repeatedly until retirement from
employment or consulting assignments. ITAL tokens are provided for every jobseeker listed on
the dApps for every activity starting from Sign Up, get a referral agent to help in finding jobs and
from employers who pay joining bonus, awards, rewards, gratuity for each year of service and the
like activities so that the jobseeker accumulates significant crypto-wealth during the career
lifespan.

1.1 Typical type of earnings for the Jobseekers through ITAL supported dApps

Receive ITAL Tokens upon registration of Resume
at https://www.cvmine.com or CVMine Mobile
app. Jobseeker will receive ITAL tokens
depending on the level of profile and the day of
registration (get more tokens for early
registration)

Refer jobseekers to CVMine and earn 20%
equivalent ITAL tokens allocated to
referred jobseekers

CVMine will assign a referral agent from
iCanRefer dApp network as a dedicated career
advisor to each jobseeker who will help in
finding right jobs for life whenever the
jobseeker want a better job. Referral agent will
provide welcome ITAL tokens and also joining
bonus tokens whenever the jobseeker is placed
in a job and earn ITAL tokens from employers as
placement compensation

Apply for direct jobs on CVMine and
earn joining bonus from employers
directly and also receive awards,
rewards, gratuity for each year of stay
as per the policies and allocation
process of ITAL supported employers

https://www.cvmine.com/


2. ITAL token allocation, ICO and listing timelines

During the community building stage, allocated ITAL tokens can not be traded, as the wallet will be
locked until a significant level of community of jobseekers, referral agents and employers are
acquired. All the ITAL tokens allocated during this stage are locked until ICO is completed as per the
planned timelines shown above unless there is a change in timelines. We are anticipating a much
earlier listing of ITAL cryptocurrency on exchange in case the jobseekers help in referring and building
a larger network sooner than planned that will help in early listing of ITAL on cryptocurrency
exchanges. We are expecting at least one billion community to ensure we are the largest community
in the world that also means a much higher appreciate for ITAL cryptocurrency than any other
currency in the world.
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3. What will be the value of ITAL tokens upon listing

It is not practically easy to predict the value of cryptocurrency during this early stage of
cryptocurrencies across the world. However the value of a crypto token is driven by its it community,
purpose and volume of transactions. As ITAL community being jobseekers, workforce, referral agents
and employers, there will be a significantly higher number of transactions than just buying and selling
transactions on the blockchain network that improves the value of ITAL Token. ITAL is expected to be
the largest community based cryptocurrency that helps people to build their crypto-wealth and hence
it is highly noble in nature unlike many transactional altcoins. ITAL being a social token that empowers
humanity, the social value is significantly high and accordingly the market value is also expected to be
high.

Note: This is not a recommendation or any advice but for training and knowledge. Buyer is expected
to take informed decision on how and when to invest of any cryptocurrencies.



3. Let us build a valuable human community

Contribution to ITAL community is highly noble, as it empowers the humanity to acquire a value that
is much beyond their regular salary or other FIAT earnings. ITAL team is proud to deliver this platform
that uplifts the humanity and bring the required crypt-wealth to jobseekers and workforce across the
world.

You may involve in the following forms with ITAL Community
• Sign Up as a jobseeker on CVMine to earn ITAL Crypto for life(Sign up and every time the

jobseeker onboards ITAL supported employer or through a referral agent)
▪ Sign up as a Referral Agent on iCanRefer dApp to help jobseekers in sourcing right jobs for

life(until retirement)
▪ Sign up as an employer or a manpower agency on TALLITE dApp to hire the best workforce and

contribute to ITAL community

Write to us through https://www.ital.social or https://www.italtoken.com for any further 
help or information.

https://www.tal.social/
https://www.italtoken.com/

